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II.

H______
H______

H____________ by:
S________________
E__________
R_______
Exodus 19:1-25
I. G_____

ANSWERS
Message Addresses:
Selective Hearing
I Get Ready
Eliminate
Selective
Hearing by:
See God’s Word as Authoritative. (set apart)
Remove the stain of the world.
Pay attention to the relationship with God.
II Hear Him
Eliminate
Selective
Hearing by:
Allow the challenging, confronting, uncomfortable Word of God to probe deep
and change us within.
Follow the Holy Spirit’s lead into a life of separateness from the world.
Face the challenge before us (stand)
Conclusion: If the church has selective hearing, it is because it is first in the
church.
God’s today word for the church is REPENT.
Repent where we have gone wrong
Repent on behalf of all those called by His Name
Repent for the nation
Our Part is to check out our own hearing.

Text:
Other Scriptures:

1
 See ___________’s Word as
_______________ (set apart)
 Remove the __________ of
the ______________.
 Pay attention to the
_______________ with God.
 Come within the bounds set
 Wait for Trumpet signal
 Stand
 Be Sanctified
 Wash your clothes
 2 days of celibacy
Exodus 19:1-25
Exodus 19:6
Isaiah 55:11
Hebrews 4:12
Leviticus 26:21-26
Mark 8:34
Hebrews 12:7-11
Hebrews 12:18-28
John 16:13
Hebrews 3:15
2 Chronicles 7:14
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ADDITIONAL NOTES (cont’d)

 Follow the _____________
________’s lead into a life of
S________________
_______________ from the
_____________.
H____________ by:  Allow the challenging,
confronting, uncomfortable
______ ____ ___________
to probe deep and change us
within
 Face the ___________ before
us
Answer the following questions:
As a nation, how do we hear God?
Is God’s Word authoritative in the nation?
Does the nation adjust God’s Word to fit the world’s
view?
Does the nation please God or themselves?
Does the nation opt for passages that tickle their ears and
appeal to their flesh?
Does the nation walk away from passages (or messages)
that confront, challenge, or make them uncomfortable?
Does the nation walk in line with the truth or compromise?
Does our nation have selective hearing?
Conclusion:
If the nation has _________ ___________, it is because “it
is first in the __________!”
“by church”, meaning: “all those who call themselves by
God’s name”
God’s Today Word for the church is ________________.
E__________

Ask ourselves the same questions as for our nation.
Our Response:
____________ where we have gone wrong
____________on behalf of all those called by His
Name.
____________ for the nation
ADDITIONAL NOTES

Our Part is to Check o____ own H_______
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